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PATTERNS OF CREATING NUMERALS

I. Introduction:
It is almost a communis opinio that numerals belong to the most stable
parts of human speech. The other myth is that the internal structure of numer
als is analyzable only in 'primitive' languages, while the numerals in lan
guages of the 'developed civilizations' cannot be etymologized. On the basis
of etymological studies of various numerical systems, it is possible to demon
strate that concerning changes or borrowings numerals have no privileged
position. At present, not only in the 'primitive' languages, but also in the
'civilized' languages the understanding of the internal structure and semantic
motivation of numerals depends on the level of etymological research. The
most natural source for semantic motivation is the human body, esp. the
"hand" and its parts (fingers, spans, joints). Studying the numerical systems
based on the body parts terminology and those with transparent internal
structure reflecting the primary arithmetic operations, we can not only explain
the origin of less intelligible numerals, but also find a solution of the origin of
numerals in general.

II. Illustrative examples of various systems of numerals
A . Numeral systems with a transparent semantic motivation:
Telefol (Leontjev) [Trans-New-Guinean phylum of Indo-Pacific macrophylum]
1 maakub little finger of the left hand
lalob
ring-finger of the left hand
3 asuno
middle finger of the left hand
4 kalbinim index of the left hand
5 ookal
thumb of the left hand
6 bukubkal fist of the left hand
1 bankal left forearm
Sifankal
left elbow

9tukal
left biceps
10 nakalkal
left shoulder
Ukumkal
left side of the neck
12 tulunkal
left ear
13 tiinkal
left eye
14 mitkal
nose
15 tiin miliifoko right eye
16 tulun milifoko right ear etc.

Body part tally systems of Kombai, Korowai & Wambon [Trans-New
Guinean phylum of Indo-Pacific macro-phylum] (compiled by Gvozdanovic)
Kombai
1 raga

2 rasaraeu

Korowai

Wambon

senan
senanaflil

sanop
little finger
sanap-kunipring fineer

body-part
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Korabai
3 woraragu
4 won
5 abalo
6 go
7 khani
8 igabu
9 rafe
10 dodou
11 ruro "ear"
12 khabiya "head"
13

Wambon
Korowai
lakhem
pinggu-(lu)p
hitulop
wayafiU
ambalop
wayo
gidu
kumuk
mben
lafol
bonggup
muyop
labul
janet
main
malin
khomnfek-holol "neck" nggokmil
khotokhal"cai"
silutop
kelop
khabian "bead"

body-part
middle finger
index finger
thumb
wrist
lower arm
elbow
upper arm
shoulder
neck
ear
eve

Aghu (Gvozdanovte) [Trans-New Guinean phylum of Indo-Pacific macrophy urn]
numeral
l fasike
2 okuomu/a

Ibody part
11
12

3 okuomasike
4 sigiane(mu)
5 bidikimu/bidikuma
bifidikimu/a

little finger
hand
the one hand

6 bidikuma-fasike
7 bidikuman-okuoma

hand + one
hand + two

13
14
15

16
17

18
8 bidikuman-okuomasike hand + three
9 bidikuma-sigiane
hand + little finger 19
10 bidikuma-bidikuma

hand + hand

20

numeral
Ibody part
kito wodo
big toe
kilo wodo womu toe next to the
middle toe
kilo efe womu
toe in the middle
kito sigia womu toe next
little toe
kito sigia
kitikumu/a
foot
kitifikumu/a
the one foot
afi-kito wodo
the other big toe
afi-kito wodo womuthe other toe next
to big toe
afi-kito efe womu the other toe in the middle
afi-kito sigia womuthe other toe next to middle
aghu-bigi

toe
person-bone

Eskimo (Thalbitzer) [Eskaleutan family of Nostratic macro-phylum]
SW Alaska
1 atauceq
2 malruk
3 piQQaijun
4 stamin
5 tajjimin
6 arFinligin

meaning / etymology
Al ataunga "I unite, join"
Gr mallipa "follows after him or it"
Lb pingalo "round outgrowth on a tree"

WEsk sitqoq "knee"
NGr ttijjit "arms"
WGr arfaa "the outer edge of his hand", cf. SWA1 affirtoa "I cross over to",
hence "6" = *"crossing"
supplied with two
7 malrunligin
8 piOOaijuniigin
supplied with three
9 qolnnunrata
ten-less
10 qoln
WGr qulaa "its upper part" etc.
11 q. ataucimuk
ten-one-plus; Mc ataoci-itiaqe'laRit "those that are betoed with one", cf. itiGaq
cipjuku
"foot"
12 q. malronuk cipjukuten-two-plus
ten-three-plus
13 q. piQQaijunuk
cipjuku
14 akimiarutu
fifteen-less
15 akimiak
the one at the opposite side
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SW Alaska
meaning / etymology
16 a. ataucimuk
fifteen-one-plus
cipjuku
17 a. malronuk cipjukufifteen-two-plus
fifteen-three-plus
18 a. piooaijunuk
cipjuku
twenty-less
man

19 juinanrata
20 juinok

A l Alaska, Esk Eskimo, Gr Greenland, Lb Labrador, M c Mackenzie, N
North, S South, W West.

B. Numeral systems with a transparent application of arithmetic operations
B l . Binary systems
Jawony (Donaldson) [Gunwinyguan Dhuwal (Donaldson)
family of Australian macro-phylum] [Yuulngu family of Pama-Nyungan phylum]
1 AnfifiH
wangafA
2 (atkufag

maafmA

3 (atkufagAnfifiA

2+1

4 (atkufag (atkufag

2+2

5 (atkufag falkufag Anpfth 2 + 2 + 1

lufkvn
maafmA ga maafmA

2+2

goog waggafA

hand-one

San (Tanaka) [Khoi-San macro-phylum]
1 Avi
2 /dm

/am/amchira

2 + 2 or 2 x 2

tseu

= "hand"

ng.'ona

Haida (Swanton) [NaDene family of Dene-Caucasian macro-phylum]
1 sgvS'nsiR
2 Stlfi
3 fgu'md
4 sla'nsifl
5 lev
6 Iga'nul
7 djTguaya"

2*
dual of "3", i.e. 3 x 2

8 sta'nnsaHcha
23
9 laali'figisgoansi'Bgo 10- 1
10 Wat
dual of "5", i.e. 5 x 2
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BuruSaski (Lorimer) & Wercikwar (Berger) [Dene-Caucasian macro)hylum]
class I-II
1 hln
2
3
4

|m
han

|iv

aim

alto

labstract

IWercikwar Icomments

7
8

usko
wSlto
cundo
mffindo
talo
Bltambo

hen, han
alio
altin
iski
Tski
wBlti, wal- wiltu
(endd
cindi
miiin(di)
biitndu
thald
tale
Sltamfbl) alttmbu

9

htmio

hunti

hucd

torumo

tdrimi

tdrum

5
6

10

W)

[l] + 5

2'
one subtracted, cf. hun "\" after Hayward &.
Werf. -cu- "take away"

B 1.1. In some languages the numerals are organized in pairs:
1

)ld Japanese

1 fits
3 mi
4 yd
5 i-tu

2
6
8
10

futa
mu
ya
tdwo

Only the numerals nana "7" and kdkono "9" remain without counterparts.
R.A. Miller judges that "9" could represent an old multiplication "3 x 3".
Nama (Bohm) [Khoi-San macro-phylum]
'aired
2 /gaw
6 \nani but cf. !Gora !nani-b "thumb"
8 f/haisa dual -sa implicates "4 x 2" ?

1 /gui
3 Inona
4 haka

1Jnpaired
7 hM

cf. IGora haO kb'H "7" = "4 + T
9 khoese khoe "man" (= 2 hands) + si
"dorthingehen", i.e. "10 minus"

5 koro
10 tisi

cf. kore.p "palm of the hand"
cf. !Gora*wi"10";
-ji - dual -sa

B2. Ternary systems
1fukaghir of Kolyma (Jochelson) [Nostratic macro-phylum]
1 irkiei
2 ataxloi
3 yaloi
4 yaloxloi
5 iAyanboi

3+1
= rii "together" & xaribo "palm, wrist"
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6 malyi-yaloi

2 x 3 ; cf. maiyi "joint", Tundra Yukaghir malyur "on both sides"

7 purkioi
"above two"; pur "above" & Tundra Yukaghir kiji "2"
8 malgi-yMoxloi 2 x (3 + 1)
9 kw-irki-lejoi "ten-one-not being", cf. old record of Maydell kunalin irkiet oile
10 kunel

the most archaic form is preserved in Omok kimnel

Yuma (Langdon & Munro) [Hoka family of Amerindian macro-phylum]
?a3ent
*xwak

xavik

6

xuumxuuk 3 x 2

7

paaxkxee *pa-xkfaai "them-cross over"
siipxuuk 4 x 2
xamxamok 3 x 3

3 xamdk *xmuk
8
cuumpap *£-xu-m-pa-p, cf. 9
Yuman *xupa "4"
= *"both twos"
saarap cf. Yuman *-$aly 10 Saaxuuk
"hand"

*$a-xuuk < *salr <& *xwak "5 x 2"

Sumerian (Diakonoff; Dombrowski)
Proto-Somerian
1 *ai
•diL(i)

Standard &
Eblaite dialects

Emesal = ES temal count
(female dial.)

ai
dil dili

de

w

*g e
2 *min / *nim
3 *ewel
4 *lim

man, min
it
lim(m)-u

5 *i(a)

i,

ternal count
of days

be (ES ?)
be-be 1 + 1
PES "next" ?
PES
PES-ge 3 + 1
PES-be 3 + !
PES-bala 3 passed
PES-bala-gi
PES-be-be

g*
nim
am(m)ul

ia

da\t "addition"

4

3+1 + 1

3 passed + 1
6 *i-ai(-u)

5+ 1

if, a-fu

7 *i-min(-u)

5+2

imin, umun

5+3
5+4
orig.
"much"

ussu
ilimmu

PES-bala-gi<-gi<PES-PES
7

3 passed +1 + 1

3+3

PES-PES-gi

PES-PESbe

3+3+1
8 •i-ewel(-u)
9 *i-lim(-u)
10 *&aw(-u)
20 *ni-af or

20x1

2x10
*lmi]n-e!
30 *ewe!-haw or 3x10
*fiaw-ewel 10x3
20x2
40 *nil-min
50 *ninn-u <
*nimin-(iaw 40+10

u, UfWU-mu/wu

etc.

4

ei„
nil, net
el; liHu.iiiu
nimin, nin,
ninnu
git, gel ui

2x30

3 + 3+1

PES-PES-be-be
PES-PES-PES

u

60

4

mu-ul
min-el
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B3. Quaternary systems
Chumash of Santa Barbara (Dixon & Kroeber) [Hoka family of Amerin
dian macro-phylum]
.
1 paka
2 ickomo
3 masex
derived from "2", i.e. "2 "
4 ckumu
"recur-one"
i-paka
SUriti
"recur-two"
yiti-ckomo
6 yiti
"recur-three"
l\yitii-masex
8 malawa
cf. Chumash of San Luis Obispo ckomo "8" related to "2" & "4"
9 tspa
10 kel-ckomo
"plus (?)-two"
11 lulu
12 masex-eskumu 3 x 4
2

B4. Quinary systems
Chukchi

(Skorik) [Chukchi-Kamchatkan family of Nostratic

macro-

comments
numeral
1 yrmen
2 Qire-q
3 Qyro-q
4 Uyra-q
"that-of-hand", cf. myng-ytlyQyn "hand" + singulative
5 mytlygen
6 ynnan-mytlygen
1+5
7 ger'a-mytlygen
2+5
8 am-Qiroot
"just-that-of-three"
"that-of-one-[finger]-besides"
9 qon'a-dgyn-ken
"that-of-both-hands" (cf. dual myng-yt "hands")
10 myng-yt-ken
11 yrmen parol
"that-of-both-hands, one redundant"
15 kylgyn-ken
derived from "foot"
"that-of-man"
20 qlik-kin
30 qlik-kin myngyt-ken parol"that-of-man, that-of-both-hands redundant"
40 Qireq-qlik-kin
"two-of-that-of-man
C. Numerical systems analyzable only using etymological approach.
A mixture of the approaches A & B is evident.
Turkic (see above) [Altaic phylum of Nostratic macro-phylum]
1 *bfr
2 *ekki
3 *5e
4 *dort

Alt *bUri, cf. Mo bOri "all, each" // MKor plrts "at first"
< 'eg-(er-) "to follow" + *-ki 'ordinal suffix'
orig. perhaps "5", cf. Kyrgyz (in folklor) qbrqlbn ucu "200" = "40 x 5";
cf. Koguryd He or utu and Japanese itu- "5"
cf. Chuvash ali tilrt-iSi "back part of hand" (> '"four knuckles"); Mo ddr-ben II
Tg *duj-gin "4"
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5 *betk
•a/tf
*jetti
*sek(k)if
*tokkuf
*6n
*jfgirbi
*ottuf/
*oltuf
40 *K')irk
6
7
8
9
10
20
30

cf. Tk *bilek "wrist, forearm" // Mo biU "wrist", Ka bOtkp "forearm" < *bitU-ken II
Tg *bile-(ptun) "wrist" // MKor phir "arm" < *parh
cf. Chagatai al "front side", i.e. "[1] before [5]" ?
cf. Tk *jet- "to reach, be enough" ? Or cf. MofitUger "2nd"
< *[e]s- (cf. Mo ese "not to be") + *fkki "two" + *-r 'dual marker'
cf. Tg *logar "span; quarter (measure)" // Mo tdge id.
MKor 6n "100"; cf. Mo ono- "to count"
cf. MMo fi'Urme-de- "to double" < *fiyUr- and Mo *[q>]arban "10"
Khalaj hottuz indicates Alt *p -; cf. Kor pottiri "bundle, knot"
h

? < *fa"r* < *fk(k)i-f jfgirmi "2 x 20", cf. Balkar ekiJTjirma "2 x 20"
cf. Tk *el(ig) "hand" and *el(l)ig "breadth of the palm of hand"
prob. to restored in *alt-bil-dn = (1st + 5) x 10
prob. to restored in *jet-bfl-dn = (2nd + 5) x 10

50 *el(l)ig
60 *alt-bit
70 *jet-bB
80 *sek(k)it6n 8x 10
90 •tokkufdn 9x 10
100
< Alt "verYl "the greatest [number]", cf. Mo yeril "the most of..", yertl-dttgen "for the
greatest part", *yer-slln "9" II MKor yir "10", ybrih "a big quantity/number" // Old
Japanese ydrddu "10.000"

Alt Altaic, K a Kalmyk, Kor Korean, M Middle, M o Mongolian, Tg Tungusian, Tk Turkic.

Indo-European
Let us recapitulate the conclusions of the preceding analysis of Indoiuropean numerals:
*[H]oy-( -wo/ko/no-) •"one (of two)"; inherited, cf. Semitic *?-w-y/*?-y-y "be equal"; Samoyedic *oj"V
"1"; Altaic *ojV "only, a single, some"
*pfit -/*sem- "1"
•"togetherness"; inherited, cf. Altaic *so[m]iV"l"
*ppH,-wo-/-mo- "1st" •"foremost"; inherited, cf. Semitic •p-r-f "be first"; Georgian pinv-el- "1st"
*du-oy-H (u) "2"
•"2".."one of two"..'dual'; inherited, cf. Altaic *tSwi - *titwi "2"
*H el-yo-/-tero- "2nd" •"another"; inherited, cf. Ugaritic Tl "second"
*l(e)ri-/*trey- "3"
•"protruding (finger)", cf. Greek &pOpov"end, point"
*k-etwdr"4"
•"set of fingers" or •Jt 'ef-w/"span", metaphorically also "number" ?, derived from
*k"et- "to stretch" > Lithuanian kesti. pres. keliii id. besides Russian deli "pair",
Bulgarian e'er "number" (= Hittite kuiris-); Tocharian B klakai "finger gesture"
*meyu- (Anatolian) "less (hand)" or "little (finger)", cf. Greek fiixDy "little finger", fielmv "lesser"
2

l

2

1l

*penlre "5"
*Ksweks "6"
< t&s-welcs
*septip "7"

"keeps (hand in fist ?)", cf. Greek xaxdm "1 handle" (*pyk"-)
"hand" + *weks- "grow" = "overgrowing hand"

< Semitic *ssbTatum "1", derived from "index", cf. Arabic sibbat. sabSbat,
sabbihat "index"; perhaps reinterpreted in the superlative *septqimo- "the most
honored"
*H^kto-H "8"
'set of points (= fingers or knuckles of hand)" x "2" (•-//, = dual), cf. Avestan
afti- "breadth of four fingers"
adv., orig. acc. "in lack", cf. Gothic inu "without"
*H,m!w/ji"9"
*ddqi& *dekgf"W adv., orig. acc. "in the end" & participle "reaching, finishing", cf. Khotanese
dBf(f)- "to finish, accomplish", Greek SixOai "to take in the hand", SdcKrvXog
"finger"
*H,wi-Hjcpt-iH, "20"< *dwi-dkgt-iH, "two decads"
x
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< *dekgt dtgtom "decad of decads"
'"amount that can be held together in hand(s)"

*k glom "100"

"1000"
•"strongest [hundred]"
*tas(&)ont-/-gt
1&. *koe/-yS] "lOOO"

Comments:
§1. The teens were usually formed as compounds, frequently without fixed
order, sometimes joined by conjunctions or prepositions, cf. Greek SCOSEKCC I
Doric Siica Six) I Homeric Svo-icai-Seica "12", Latin duodecim I Umbrian
desenduf I Latin decern et duo id. etc. The teens as well as the numerals be
tween tens have been usually transparent because of the current regularization,
naturally with certain exceptions. So owing to radical changes in modem IndoAryan languages, these numerals represent quite unique forms (Berger 1986:
31f). On the other hand, the Baltic teens and Germanic "11" & "12" are based
on the verb *leik - (~ *leip- respectively) "to leave" expressing the surplus
over ten. The reconstruction of common Indo-European forms for teens is not
possible, because they have probably never been firmly established.
§2. The numeral "20" is reconstructive as *H,wiH,fcptiH, < *dwi-dkpt-iH,
via dissimilation in *?widk" and a following assimilation in *?wi?k° (? = H,).
For the tens 30-90 the following pattern is probably inherited:
N (= 3,4,.., 9) x *dfcont- "decad" + coll. *-H or pi. *-s.
§3. The ordinals "3rd",..., "10th" have been interpreted as "thematic ad
jectives formed with *-o- from the cardinals, with zero grade of the preceding
syllable" (Szemerfinyi 1996: 227). Concerning the primary function of the
ordinals there are suggestive parallels e.g. in Kartvelian or Semitic: Georgian
sand "3" vs. mesame "3rd" = puri "bread" vs. mepure "baker" (nomen agentis,
cf. Benveniste 1948: 146 ) or Arabic (?al-)hamisu "(the) fifth", formally the
active participle as qatilu "killing" etc. (Cowgill 1970: 119). And one of the
functions of the derivatives in -o- in Indo-Europrean languages is exactly that
of nomen agentis (cf. Brugmann 1906: 148, 155, 163, 608-14). Concerning
the most widespread ordinal suffix -to-, Szemerenyi (1960: 87) assumed the
substitution -o—> -to- which could have been caused by the influence of the
ordinal *dekqit-o-, reanalyzed in *dekqi-to-. This 'new' suffix was primarily
transferred on the ordinal "5th" (*pgk -o—> *pgk -to-, cf. the curious Arca
dian Ttinnoxoq remodelled after SiKoxoq). On the other hand, Kurylowicz
(1964: 235) saw in -t- "a union-consonant, 'consonne de liaison' between a
root-form ending in a semi-vowel and a following vocalic morph", quoting
*-k f-to- vs. *lik -o-. He added, "the ousting of -o- by -to- was regular in *dwi-,
*tri-, *k*etwr- and was extended to the numerals five and six" (p. 237).
§4. The Indo-European system of numerals was evidently decimal. The
traces of duodecimal counting in Germanic (cf. Gothic taihuntehund, Old Ice
landic tio tiger. Old High German zehanzo "100" = "tenty", Old Icelandic
ellefo tiger, Old English hundasndlanftig "110" = "eleventy", Old English
hundtwelftig "120" = "twelfty", besides Old Icelandic hundrad tirent "100",
w

3

w

w

w

w
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i.e. "decimal 100", vs. hundred tolfrett "120", i.e. "duodecimal 100") are deriv
able from the decimal system, hence they should represent a late innovation.
§5. There are also traces of vigesimal counting in various Indo-European
dialects:
A . Indo-Iranian: Rati vici "20", vica-duc "30" = "20 + 10", du-vsca "40" =
"2 x 20", du V9ca due "50" = "(2 x 20) + 10", trs VPCP "60" = "3 x 20", pud

vocs "100" = "5 x 20", similarly Pashai wost "20", wost-o-dai "30", du-wya
"40", du-wya-u-dai "50", tra-wya "60", far-w(i)ya "80", panja-wia "100" etc.
(Edel'man 1978: 286-87); Yazgulami wast "20", wast-a Siis "30", Sow wast
"40", cuy wast "60", penjbist "100" etc. (bist is borrowed from Tajiki), Yaghnobi bist-a das "30", du-bist "40", du ntma bist "50" ("2'/ x 20"), tlriy-bist
"60", tfhfy ntma bist "70", rijfb> fcwf "80", tifor nima bist "90", Ossetic Digor
dass asma inssi "30", duvinsaeji "40",
a?/wa duvinsaeji "50", aertinsasji "60"
etc., cupparinsaeji "80", fo^insaeji "100", Baluchi do girt "40", sat g/sf "60",
a i girt u dah "70", <5ar girt "80" etc. (Emmerick 1992: 312-13).
B. Romance: Modern French soixante-dix "70" = "60 + 10", quatre-vingts
"80" = "4 x 20", quatre-vingt-dix "90" = "(4 x 20) + 10", but Old French also
vint e dis "30" = "20 + 10", deus vins "40" = "2 x 20", trois vins "60" = "3 x
20", trois vins e dis "70" etc., further only sporadically: Wallon quatru-vints
"80", Franco-Provencal (Savoie) tre v£ = trois-vingts, (Switzerland) wl ve
vitse = huit vingts vaches, Occitan katre vT/bins "80", occasionally tres-bints
"60", cinq bints "100". Outside the Gallo-Romance area the vigesimal count is
well attested in Southern Italy, cf. dua/tri/quattro vintini in various Calabrian
dialects, du vintini "40", du vintini e ddeci "50" etc. in Sicily. The vigesimal
forms occasionally also occur in Ibero-Romance: tres vent medidas de farina
"60 measures of flour" (Berceo), quatro vezes vinte "4 x 20" (Tras os Montes)
(Price 1992: 463-69).
C. Celtic: Middle Welsh dec ar hugeint "30" = "10 + 20", Irish daichead
"40" = "2 x 20", Old Welsh douceint, Welsh deugain, Breton daou-ugent "40"
= "2 x 20", Irish tri fichid "60" = "3 x 20", already Old Irish trifichit fer "60
men", Middle Welsh triugeint, Welsh trigain, Breton tri-ugent "60" = "3 x 20"
etc. (Lewis & Pedersen 1937[54]: 238, §334.3; Price 1992: 466).
D. Germanic: Danish halvtreds "50", tres "60", halvfjerds "70", firs "80",
halvfems "90", Old Danish halfthrithiaetiugh "50", thry(s)tiugh(a:) "60",
halffixrthxtiwgh "70"', fivghasrtivghx, firaetiughas etc. "80", halffemtesintyuge
etc. "90", femsyndetiuge "100" (Ross & Berns 1992: 616-19).
The presence of the vigesimal counting in Indo-European languages has
been explained differently: (a) spontaneous independent innovation; (b) for
eign import; (c) substratal origin (cf. the discussion in Price 1992: 466-69).
The distribution of the vigesimal system is in a remarkable correlation with
the existence of the non-Indo-European languages for which the vigesimal
system is characteristic. The Indo-Iranian languages with the vigesimal count
are spoken in the area of Hindukush and Pamir mountains where the influence
of the substratal population represented by Burushaski is evident (cf. altar
2
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"20", alto wa Iter "40", alto wa Iter torumo "50", iski alter "60", iski a Iter
torumo "70", walti alter "80" etc. - see Lorimer 1938), or in the area of the
Caucasus mountains where the influence of languages with the vigesimal sys
tem is also documented (e.g. Georgian oci "20", oc-da-ati "30", or-m-oci "40",
ormoc-da-ati "50", sam-oci "60", samoc-da-ati "70", otx-m-oci "80", otxmocda-ati "90" or Avar qqogo "20", ki-qqogo "40", ki-qqoyalda-ancgo "50", Kabqqogo "60", Aib-qqoyalda-ancgo "70", fan-qqogo "80", Tan-qqoyalda-ancgo
"90"). The presence of the vigesimal count in Romance, especially GalloRomance, has been explained from Gaulish. But in the known fragments of
Gaulish there are no traces of the vigesimal system, cf. tricontls "30",
ox[oc]antia "80" (see Olmsted 1988: 296). A much more probable source
seems to be Aquitanian or other ancient language related to Basque where the
vigesimal count is familiar (cf. hogei "20", hogei eta hamar "30", berrogei
"40", hirurogei "60", laurogei "80" etc.). The vigesimal count in the insular
Celtic languages could also have been borrowed from the substratal lan
guage^) of the British Isles, perhaps related to the pre-Indo-European lan
guages of the Iberian peninsula and Southern France. The presence of the v i 
gesimal system in Danish is puzzling. It could have been stimulated by con
tacts of the Normans with British Isles and / or Northern France. Let us men
tion that it were the Normans who brought the vigesimal count into Sicily and
Southern Italy (Price 1992: 467).
§6. Traces of the quinary system have been sought in the numeral "10" re
constructed usually as *dekqit, which should consist of the numeral "2" and
the word "hand" (Gothic handus etc.) - see Szemerenyi 1960: 69. In the
chapter about the Indo-European numeral "10" I tried to demonstrate that this
derivation is not possible (I reconstruct the forms *dektp & *deknf, seeing in
them the derivatives of *dek- "to reach, accomplish"); the numeral "2" cannot
be reconstructed without *-u-/-w- while the vowel *-e- in "10" never appears
in any form for "2". And why is "hand" not in dual ? Another attempt has to
do with Old Irish deak used for teens '11-19'. It was derived from hypotheti
cal compounds: the adverb *dwi-penk om or the gen. pi. in *-dm (Pedersen) or
from the dual *dwei-penk"ou (Pokomy). The most convincing and elegant
solution was presented by Hertz and Schrijver (Eriu 44[1993]: 181-84 with
older citations) based on *dekm "10" + *-k e "and", i.e. the form which is
absolutly logical in formation of teens. And so the only case when "10" repre
sents demonstrably "two hands" is Ishkashim (an Iranian language from Pa
mir) dl dust (Payne 1989: 435). But one trace of the quinary system can be
identified even for the common Indo-European level. If my analysis of the
numeral *Ksweks "6" is correct (*g's-weks), it represents a compound of
*g~es- "hand" & *weks- "to grow", hence ""'overgrowing the hand". Unfortu
nately it cannot be verified on the basis of the following numeral *septtp, if we
accept its Semitic origin.
w
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§7. The creation of the Indo-European numerical system could have de
veloped according to the following scenario:
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1. Judging from the external parallels, the most archaic Indo-European
numerals were *[H]oy- "one (of two)", *sem- "one, unit", *du- "two". Apply
ing the same criterion, the roots of the ordinals "1st" and "2nd", viz. *prH and *H el-, also belong here, although their primary meanings were
"foremost" and "another" respectively.
2. The semantic motivation of the following numerals, "3" & "4", was
based on fingers or spans, concretely *t(e)r-i *"[finger] on the protruding po
sition" —> "third finger" —> "three" and *k etwr *"span [consisting of four
fingers ?]" - » "four" or *"set of fingers" - » "four". The meaning *"little
[finger]" (—> "fourth [finger]" —> "four") should also be taken in account. The
latter possibility can be supported by Anatolian *meyu- "4", probably also
•"little [finger]", cf. Greek /limy/ "little finger" (Oppianus Anazarbensis,
Halieutica). Finally, the original coumpound *meyu-k "etwr "little finger" is
also thinkable.
3. If *penk e "5" denotated primarily *"keeps [all fingers] in the fist", it
would imply that the numeral "5" closed the series " 1 " - "5", hence at that
time the counting system was quinary. It can probably be supported by the
following numeral *Ksweks "6", if it is derived from *g's-weks < *g'es"hand" & *weks- "to grow", i.e. "overgrowing the hand".
4. The numeral *septip "7" has no convincing Indo-European etymology.
This fact indicates the possibility of its foreign origin. The most probable
source seems to be Semitic *sabTatum "7", derivable from the name of the
"forefinger" (Arabic sababat, sibbat, sabbahat).
5. The numeral *H oktoH,(u) "8" represents the dual of *H ok[e]to-,
originally probably "set of points", metaphorically "set of fingers", or "set of
knuckles on back of the hand".
6. The semantic motivation of the numeral *H,newip "9", namely "in lack"
(adv.), implies its creation at the same time as the numeral "10" or even later,
because it depends on the use of "10". And finally, the numeral "10" com
pleting the whole decad expressed *"in the end" (adv. *dekm), or *"reaching,
accomplishing" (participle-like *dekgt-). The decimal system was complete.
7. A l l higher numerals less than "1000" represent compounds of the nu
merals of the first decad. The common pattern for tens and hundreds (with
exception of Anatolian where these forms are not known) indicates that it be
longs to the common (at least late) Indo-European level.
8. The highest numeral continuing at least in three Indo-European
branches is "1000". The form *{sm-/*snu-)^'eslo-/i preserved in Indo-Iranian,
Greek, Italic and Celtic is older, while *tus(k)ont- (~ -nt-) *kntl (~ -ya)
*"strong[est] hundred" limited only to the 'Northwest block' is evidently in
novative. It is remarkable that the common Indo-European pattern for the for
mation of decads is also replaced by innovations exactly in the branches of the
'Northwest block'.
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III. Conclusion:
The analyzed numerical systems demonstrate that the primary semantic
motivation of numerals was based on body part names. The higher numerals
originate by means of elementary arithmetic operations combining them. The
limits of the used comparative-historical method depend not only on the level
of our knowledge, but also on our ability to differentiate the real etymologies
and the 'Volksetymologies'. The chosen examples represent only a small
fragment of the incredibly rich abundance of various systems of numerals. But
I believe they allow us to illustrate the difficult process of creation of numerals
and counting as an attribute of modern human society in general. It is evident
that numerals originated independently, on the basis of various concepts, due
to imagination of generations of their creators, depending on the development
of the natural and especially social environment. The creation of numerals
confirms more than any other human activity that man is a measure of himself.
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